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Collective Identity, Symbolic Mobilization, and
Student Protest in Nanjing, China, 1988-1989
George T. Crane

In winter 1988 and spring 1989 college students in Nanjing, China, took to the streets in
protest. In each case, activists mobilized in a calculated response to conjuncturaland
structuralopportunities. In 1988 a racial incident involving visiting Africans created a
moment of mass anger that Chinese protestorganizersattemptedto channel towardpolitical
ends. The 1989 demonstrationswere part of the nationwidedemocracy movement sparked
by the death of formerCommunistPartyGeneral SecretaryHu Yaobang. But mobilization
was not only a reaction to exogenous opportunities;it was also created by the Chinese
students themselves. They worked hard to frame issues and interpretevents to craft a
collective identity that would inspire and sustain the movement.
Interestin collective identity is growing among social movement theorists. The literature
on "new social movements" focuses on how participantsconstruct their social identities.
Activists are seen as dynamic creatorsof a collective ethos that enables social movement
activity; they are not assumed to be unambiguousrationalegoists in the mannerof Mancur
Olson's work on collective action. Similarly, frame theorists analyze how movement
participantsinterpretand representsocial conditions so as to gain adherentsand weaken
opponents.2From this perspective, the language and symbolism of collective self-definition
are critically importantto a social movement. Considerationof collective identity now
extends beyond studies of new social movements and frame theory. In a recent volume, a
group of prominentsocial movement theorists turn their attentionto 'the definition of the
actor, the social context within which meanings are developed and transformed,and the
cultural content of social movements."3 The key questions for these theorists are how
participantsdefine themselves and what differencetheirdefinitions make for the movement.
These questions are pursuedhere in an examinationof mobilization in Nanjing, China.
Collective identityand its interrelationshipwith collective action are discussed first, leading
to the conclusion that the specific dynamics of the relationshipare context-dependent.The
context of student protest in China is then analyzed, followed by an explication of how
mobilization has proceeded within the Chinese context, with attentiondrawn to symbolic
mobilization. In summary form, the argument holds that, because of the unfavorable
context, mobilization in China has been discontinuous, conjunctural, and public, all of
which place a premiumon symbolic communicationand action. The particularaspects of
symbolic mobilization are explored in a case study of student protest in Nanjing, China
during 1988-1989.
Collective Identity and Social Movements
A collective identity is an interpretationof who "we" are as a social movement. It is a
common cognitive framework that unites individuals in their understandingof social,
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political, and economic conditionsand action orientations.4Specific definitionsof collective
identity are contingent yet durable, changing with social transformationsbut reconstituted
from a limited range of experiences and memories.5As such, collective identity is socially
constructed; it is the creation of "active processors of meaning" as they grapple with
complex and ambiguous realities.6 Social movement participants, in some cases,
painstakinglycultivate their collective identity, carefully reflecting on the meanings of their
words and deeds. Self-definitionthus can be a primarygoal of a movement. In other cases,
where circumstancesdo not allow for thorough explication of the nuances of collective
identity, more diffuse imagery must suffice. Whateverthe case, the sense of who "we" are
is centralto movement mobilizationand activity.
Frame theory is helpful in describinghow collective identity pervadesthe life of a social
movement. A "frame" is a "schemataof interpretation"that enables individualsto see and
understandtheir surroundings.7For a social movement a frame brings people together by
accomplishingthreecore tasks:diagnosis of social ills, prognosisof movementpossibilities,
and motivation for social action.8 It may be more or less successful in convincing an
individualto join a group dependingupon how well it resonateswith preexistingbeliefs and
prevailingcircumstances.A collective identity does these same things; it is a definition of
"iwe"that orients movement participantsin relationto social problems, possible solutions,
and action. If it is to blend individuals into a larger whole, a collective identity must also
harmonizewith "the stories, myths, and folk tales that are part and parcel of one's cultural
heritageand that thus function to informevents and experiences in the immediatepresent."9
In specifying how collective identity interrelateswith collective action, it may be best to
conceive of it as both a dependent and independentvariable.'0 How participantsdefine
themselves and envision their surroundingsshapes their understandingof mobilization
opportunities, potential allies, and strategic resources."1Thus, the definition of "we"
determines, to a degree, the course of a social movement. Socially constructedidentities,
however, do not exist independentof shifting realities and exogenous events. As political,
social, and economic conditions change, collective identity is transformed.12 The
inaugurationof a democratically elected government in South Korea, for example, has
changed the way studentsthere think of themselves in relationto the state.13 Consequences,
both immediate and longer-term,of movement activity inform collective identity.
Identity is thus context-dependent. Precisely how the dynamic interaction of social
movement activity and collective identityworks itself out depends upon particularhistorical
and conjuncturalfactors. In searching for a common conceptual language applicable to a
variety of social movements, while resisting overly abstractand ahistorical grand theory,
social movement theorists analyticallydivide the context of collective action into "macro"
and "micro" aspects.'4 The macro context encompasses such factors as political structures,
cultural norms, and the recent history of the movement or "cycle of protest." The micro
context is defined by personal, often informal, networks through which individuals
encounter each other face-to-face and define themselves as social actors. A collective
identityarises from both facets of the social movementcontext: participantsare embeddedin
a particular social milieu, and they understandthis environment through interpersonal
exchanges. An explication of the macro and micro contexts of the student movement in
Nanjingwill thus help to illuminatethe interactionof collective identityand collective action
in this case.
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The Context of Student Protest in China
The protests that swept across China in spring 1989 were recurrentepisodes of a social
movement.'5 On a numberof occasions, especially in the post-Mao era, intellectuals and
students have mobilized to call for democratization of China's Leninist political
The democracymovementhas been harshlysuppressedover the years and has
institutions.'16
not been able to develop in the manner of social movements in less coercive contexts.
Nonetheless, the Chinese case fits Alberto Melucci's definition of "social movement":
collective action characterizedby internal solidarity, conflict over valued resources, and
transgressionsof the social system's limits of compatibility.'7At the macro level, the two
most salient featuresof the social movement context in China are political and cultural.
Political Opportunity Structure The concept of political opportunitystructuredescribes
the formal and informalpolitical forces surroundinga social movement.18 It includes a wide
variety of factors, from the nature of the state to the presence of support groups. Its
particularcompositionis historicallyspecific, varyingfrom countryto countryand over time
within a country. Some key elements, drawn from a study of mobilization in authoritarian
political systems, are the repressivecapacity of the state, availabilityof access points in the
political system, elite coherence, the presence of allies, and the timing of the cycle of
protest.1' These factors may provide openings for mobilization.
In China, the political opportunity structure in 1988-1989 did not support social
movementsthat threatened,even in modest ways, the power of the rulingCommunistParty.
Meaningful access points in the political system were scarce because electoral and
oppositional politics were not practiced. Routine state repression disrupted the cycle of
protest, diffusing the momentumof nascentmovements. A breakdownin elite coherence did
occur in 1989, affording an opportunityfor protest, but activists had some difficulty in
exploiting this opening because of organizational weaknesses.20 Chinese students also
discovered strategic allies within the state bureaucracyin 1989 that bolstered movement
activity.21 But elite fragmentation proved to be transitory, and government coercion
ultimately quieted sympathizers. Organizations that might have provided support were
controlled, coopted, or intimidatedby the state. On balance, the political infrastructurewas
not conducive to movement activity that challenged the status quo.
Political opportunitystructures,however, vary from place to place in China. The events
of spring 1989 suggest that Beijing was a better locale for student protest than Nanjing.
Beijing studentsquickly gained the supportof their faculty and graduallydeveloped a mass
base in the municipal population. Working class mobilization in Nanjing paled in
comparisonto workerparticipationin Beijing's TiananmenSquaredemonstrations.22These
differences may have been due to propinquityto the political center in Beijing. Student
organizers and social supportersin the capital could apprehendelite fragmentationmore
readily and were in direct contact with sympathizerswithin the state bureaucracy.Beijing
has also been the location of the most importantepisodes of China's democracymovement.
People there are more familiar with the possibilities of protest, and an elementary, albeit
underdeveloped,"social movement sector" exists.23 In 1989 past protesterswere available
to inspire and counsel Beijing students.24
Nanjing students, by contrast, looked to their Beijing peers in spring 1989 to get a sense
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of the political potentialfor protest.25They were unsureof the depth of elite divisions and
did not receive clear signals from the bureaucracythat protest might be possible. Local
authoritiesin Nanjing also followed events in Beijing, where their political superiorswere
engaged in a factional contest of uncertainoutcome. Nanjingpoliticians were loath to either
repressor supportthe local studentmovementbecause, for a time, they did not know which
the center would ultimatelysanction. The ambivalenceof local leaders was not apparentto
the Nanjing studentsin the early phases of the 1989 demonstrations;instead, they prudently
assumed that the political opportunitystructurewas restrictive. As they grew more aware
and confident of elite fragmentation, Nanjing activists organized larger and more
challenging mass protests, seizing the opportunity to develop the movement. But, as
discussed below, even in its heyday the Nanjing movement did not attractthe popularand
working class supportevident in Beijing.26
In the final analysis, the political opportunity structure worked against the Chinese
students in both Beijing and Nanjing. Elite fragmentation,while important,did not persist
long enough to allow for the developmentof effective and ongoing movementorganization.
The repressive elements of the political system overwhelmed the permissive aspects.
Moreover, the political consequences of a decade of structuraleconomic change proved
insufficient to sustain a politically heretical social movement. Economic reform reduced
somewhat the state's capacity to control the population, freeing individuals to travel,
communicate, and amass economic resources, all of which facilitatedenormous gatherings
of demonstratorsand supporters.These social opportunitieswere limited, however, by the
state's continuing control over major national media (television, newspapers, radio) and
administrativepower over organizations(universities,researchinstitutes,privatecompanies)
that supportedthe movement.27The violence in Beijing was only one of several instruments
used by the state to destroy the opportunityfor social movement activity.
The political macro context thus partially explains the rise and fall of China's 1989
democracy movement. Mobilization was made possible by structuralopportunities-elite
fragmentationand the presenceof allies-but once conservativeforces underDeng Xiaoping
prevailed, the movement was swiftly and violently repressed. Mobilization, however, was
not determinedsolely by macropoliticalfactors but was also influenced by other contextual
forces.

Cultures of Remonstrance and Repression Chinese studentsunderstandthemselves, and
are understoodwithin Chinese culture, as inheritorsof an ambiguoustraditionof politically
engaged intellectuals.28The culture of intellectual activism stretches back into imperial
times, when scholar-officials assumed the responsibility of remonstrance, principled
criticismof the ruler, but remainedby and large servantsof the state. They were duty bound
to impartial moral judgment yet were not wholly autonomous, either institutionally or
philosophically,from state power. Only as the state lost its legitimacy, in the face of internal
dissolution and foreign assault, did intellectualsdecisively assert the critical aspect of their
conflicted political identity, as seen especially during the May Fourth Movement of the
1910s and 1920s. When the CommunistParty reconstitutedthe Chinese state, intellectuals
assumed a variety of culturally sanctioned roles: ideological apologist, professional elite.
and critical intellectual.29Studentsin the 1980s were heirs to this complex tradition.
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The culturalcontext of studentprotestin the 1980s was furtherconfused by the legacy of
past crackdowns. A "culture of repression," rooted in a pervasive sense that movement
activity is too costly and dangerous,worked against mobilization.30Criticismof the regime
by intellectuals had been crushed in the past, convincing many students of the peril of
movement activity. Democracy demonstrationsin 1986-1987 resulted in the downfall of
reformist party secretary Hu Yaobang and the subsequent "antibourgeoisliberalization"
campaign, outcomes that demonstratedthe futility of even modest public protest.3'
Chinese studentsthus received mixed culturalsignals in 1988-1989. On the one hand, the
traditionof remonstranceand the experience of the May FourthMovement provideda sense
of historical agency that enabled critical defiance of the state. On the other hand, the
traditionof loyal service to the state and the likelihood of repression militated against a
distinct and powerful collective identity. These cultural contradictions of the Chinese
intelligentsia account for some aspects of the 1989 democracy movement: the moralizing
tone of the public discourse, the compromisingreformismof the students' agenda, and the
weakness of movementorganization.32However, the effect of culturalnorms-and political
opportunity-on movement activity is mediated by formal and informal personal
interactions.Chinese studentsnegotiatedamong themselves about how to interpretcultural
and political informationto suit the currentmovement. The macro contexts of politics and
culture were filtered throughthe micro context of face-to-face encounters.

The Micro Context: Interpersonal Networks and Limited Privacy Social movement
mobilization is a melding of myriad personal commitments, the transformationof a
scatteringof individuals into a unified collective. This process is vitally influenced by the
"micromobilizationcontext," a small group setting in which rudimentaryorganizationtakes
shape and identity issues are confronted.33Small groups may be formal organizations,such
as labor unions or churches, or they may be informal associations, such as friendship
networks. Whatever the case, they center on interpersonalexchanges, the avenues for
negotiation of collective identity and movement strategy. Melucci, in his discussion of
movement "latency," furthersuggests that micromobilizationrequiresprivate space, away
from the public stage, in which activists can grapple with the "daily production of
alternativeframeworksof meaning."34Privacy allows individualsto reconfirmor redefine
the meaning of the movement and their personal commitmentto it.
In China, the micro context of interpersonal,private networks was encumberedby the
macro context of structuralpolitical constraints.Formalgroups. such as unions and student
associations, were dominated by the state, affording little in the way of autonomous and
secure forums for social movement activity. Although extant organizations, especially
academic departments,were importantloci of studentmobilization in 1989, they could not
sustain the movement because of government control.35 Students and workers created
independentassociationsto furtherthe movement, but this endeavorin and of itself was seen
by state officials as a threat,a political challenge that demandedstiff resistance. None of the
formal organizations established by the democracy movement in 1989 survived the
crackdown.

Less formal mobilization networks were also forged in the face of state power. Student
discussion groups, such as the "Olympic Institute" and "Democracy Salon" at Beijing
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University predated the massive demonstrationsof spring 1989 and served as sites for
consciousness-raisingand identity construction. Members of these groups, however, were
very much aware of the political characterof nominally private activity in China, and they
were careful to frame their actions and words so as not to provoke official repression.36
Movement identity was intricately bound up with strategy, the movement's meaning
intertwinedwith the sense of what was politically possible. Moreover, participantshad to
assume that unreliable allies and government spies were present in their private space,
opening their personalreflections to police scrutiny.Micromobilizationof Chinese students
proceeded throughinterpersonalexchanges, in which individualscommitted themselves to
the movement, but this process was either quasi-publicor wholly public.
The micro context of state-dominated formal organizations and limited privacy
complicated mobilization of the 1989 Chinese democracy movement. The tasks of
interpreting political opportunities, understandingcultural codes, defining a collective
identity, and plotting movement strategy had to be accomplished quickly and effectively
because the micromobilizationalcontext did not afford the organizationalbase or the private
space necessary for deliberatecontemplation. Given these constraints, movement activists
were remarkablysuccessful in creating and managing the movement. Although they were
ultimatelysmashed, they articulateda collective identitythat allowed them to take advantage
of political opportunities,to draw upon supportiveculturalresources, and to inspiremillions
of individualsto participatedirectly in the movement.
Constructing Collective Identity in the Chinese Context: Symbolic Mobilization
The context of social movement activity in China conditions mobilization and in this
manner influences the constructionof collective identity. Limited political opportunities,
ambiguous cultural codes, and compromised interpersonalnetworks are realities activists
confrontas they work to articulatea message that resonateswith currentsentimentsbut does
not provoke state repression. A movement is not necessarily a slave to context; the effects
and memories of its collective action can change the milieu and become partof the context
of future activity. Moreover, an evocative collective identity may be able to realize the
potential for mobilization beyond what the immediate context seems to permit. In China,
however, the social movement context circumscribesthe possibilities for mobilization and
thus creates particularproblemsfor the articulatorsof collective identity.
Discontinuous Mobilization State power and social movement weakness hindersustained
organizationand action by advocates of democracy. Mobilization thus occurs in fits and
starts, when the infrequentopportunityarises. This discontinuityposes strategicdifficulties
for movement activists, who must reinvent goals, personal networks, and repertoriesof
resistancewith each new instanceof mobilization. Past activists may be available to advise
or participatein the currentmovement, but they are scatteredindividuals, not well-formed
organizations.Experiencedorganizers,moreover, are undereven greaterpressurefrom state
authoritiesbecause they face the most stringentpunishmentfor repeat offenses. Movement
leadership, therefore, changes with each moment of mobilization, and each successive
generationis likely to repeat at least some of the mistakes of its predecessors.
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Conjunctural Mobilization Movement activists find few structural opportunities;
therefore,they must seize circumstantialchances as they arise. The 1989 episode of China's
democracy movement was nested in an extraordinaryconjunctionof historically significant
dates: the fortieth anniversaryof the People's Republic of China (PRC), the seventieth
anniversaryof the May FourthMovement, and the two-hundredthanniversaryof the French
Revolution. ReinterpretingChina's present political situation in light of these past events
was very much on the minds of Chinese intellectualsand students. When Hu Yaobangdied,
providinga catalyst for public action, studentsseized the momentto call for political reform
and liberalization. Both the specific event of Hu's death and the general historical
conjunctioninspiredthe 1989 democracy movement.
Conjuncturalmobilizationcreates its own strategicproblems, however. Time is not on the
side of movement organizers;they must act quickly, most likely without thoroughplanning,
to take advantage of temporary conditions. The government was fully aware of the
coincidence of anniversariesand was putting forth official interpretations.Hu Yaobang's
death was the evanescent moment that enabled students to take the interpretiveinitiative;
they understood the inherent opportunity and exploited it. Although they were fairly
successful in this case, the specific circumstancesof a particularmoment may work against
developing a message and attractingadequatesupport.
Public Mobilization Mobilization everywhere has an obvious public face, but in China
nurturingvisibility in periodsof latent mobilizationis very difficult because of the extensive
reach of the state. Public demonstrationsmust thereforefulfill a variety of functions at the
same time. The core framingtasks of diagnosing social problems, proposingsolutions, and
motivatingmovementparticipationmust be accomplishedsimultaneouslyand in the glare of
intense publicity. Pressureto achieve all of these goals at once confounds the fulfillment of
any one of them. China's 1989 demonstrationswere hamperedby such complex problems,
inspiringcritiques of the movement's disorganization!incoherence, and immaturity.
The discontinuous, conjunctural,and public qualities of China's democracy movement
conditioned how collective identity was articulated.The explication of who "we" are and
what the movement representswas rushed and incomplete because of the transienceof the
mobilizational moment. The definition of collective identity hinged upon shorthand
expressions, the creation and manipulationof evocative, ambiguoussymbols.37
Symbolic Mobilization Symbols are "signs thathave meaningfor the observerbeyond the
literal interpretation."38
When skilfully constructed,symbols can express concise messages
that reach many potentialparticipants.Duringthe 1989 democracydemonstrations,Chinese
students were acutely aware of the symbolism of the movement. By taking their protest to
TiananmenSquare, they were proclaimingthe seriousness of their struggle and identifying
themselves with the May 4th tradition.The May 12-19 hunger strike by some activists in
Beijing, which revived the flagging movement, representedthe movement's moral purity,
selflessness, and sincerity.39In poems and songs the studentscreatedan imageryof official
corruption,moral decline, and necessary reform. Symbolism was their primaryresource; it
was the medium for constructingcollective identity.
Symbolic mobilizationsaved the Chinese studentsfrom immediaterepressionbecause the
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symbols they employed were polysemous, open to several alternative interpretations.40
was, for the Chinese studentprotestersof 1989, a sign of the
Singing the "Internationale'"
movement's righteousness.41It implied that corruptionhad robbed the government of its
moral authority and that the demonstratorswere truer to socialist principles. It further
suggested that the movement was reformist in character, seeking to improve the existing
political system, not to change it fundamentally.The appropriationof the Communist
anthem defined the movement's identity and made it difficult for the state to strike back.
How could the "Internationale"be criticized as subversive?
The government thus faced a dilemma when confronted with the movement's
symbolizing. When it acted forcefully to repress the movement, it helped define the
movement, as was the case in Beijing duringthe XinhuamenIncidentof April 19-20, when
police beat up students staging a peaceful sit-in outside the residence compound of the
country's highest leaders.42This action crystallizedthe movement's nonviolent identity and
cast the state in the role of forceful repressorof defenseless students. Conversely, when the
state acted with moderation, it provided openings for symbolic action, as was the case
during the massive April 27th Beijing parade, when students marched through lines of
soldiers and defied official warningsnot to move on TiananmenSquare.43With this act the
studentsdefined themselves as fearless defendersof moralityand won the heartsof millions
of Beijing residents. To place the state in this bind, however, activists had to create symbols
that inspireda critical mass of people. As is illustratedbelow, the constructionof symbols
may fail because meanings proffered by the movement do not ring true to potential
participantsor sympathizers.
Symbolic mobilization in the Chinese context posed other problems for the democracy
movement. Student leaders could not easily choose the time and circumstances of
mobilization;they had to constructsymbols out of conditions not necessarily of their own
making. The discontinuous, conjunctural,and public quality of mobilization in China thus
limited the interpretivepossibilities of the movement. As discussed below, the death of Hu
Yaobangboth enabledand constrainedmobilization. Studentswere able to exploit periodsof
legitimate public mourningto create a critical collective identity, but they were constrained
by the funerarysymbolism of the moment. Once properrites had been enacted, the time for
public spectacle was past.
To overcome these sorts of limitations, activists had to set the symbolic agenda, control
their actions, and anticipate governmental responses so as to make specific political
statements about the meaning of the movement. This might be referred to as "strategic
symbolizing," the creation of symbolic acts that sustain the movement. In Beijing, the
studentsand their supporterswere fairly successful along these lines, as seen in events such
as the April 27th march and the May hunger strike. These actions became summarizing
symbols with meanings that were "clustered, condensed, relatively undifferentiated"but
that were understoodas "summing up, expressing, representingfor the participantsin an
emotionally powerful way, what the system means to them."44In this manner, collective
identity was forged throughthe constructionand manipulationof symbols.
Strategic symbolizing requiresorganization,throughwhich participantsconsider how to
act and how their actions might be understood.Symbolic constructionof collective identity
is, therefore, partially determined by contextual factors that hinder or permit movement
organization. It is more than organization, however. Strategic symbolizing draws upon
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established cultural practices, the store of familiar signs and words through which the
movement expresses itself. To be effective, a symbol must speak to popular sentiments
through representationsthat are sensible and moving. To a degree, this sort of popular
resonance can be calculated. Images of rapacious bureaucratstaking advantage of their
official positions for private gain were sure to be welcomed by many Chinese in 1989.
Symbolic mobilizationthus can be "strategic"in the sense that activists have some control
over how they representtheir world. But meaning is fluid, and interpretationof an event, a
speech, or a wall poster is not determined solely by its author. Strategic symbolizing is
beyond the absolute controlof activists because they can never be certainthat their intended
meaning gets throughor that unintendedactions will not take on unforeseenmeanings.
Symbolic mobilization in China is thus a complex process. Activists must strive to
organize themselves to articulatea clear and concise message. They must continuallyreflect
upon how their self-definition is both constitutedby and expressed in their actions. They
must work against alternative renditions of their collective identity, arising from either
official media or popularperceptions, and take advantageof unintendedsymbolic victories.
In Beijing, students were able to manage such difficulties in several successful actions,
including, but not limited to, the aforementionedXinhuamenincident, the April 27th march,
and the hunger strike. In Nanjing, symbolic mobilization and strategic symbolizing took
longer to accomplish than in Beijing. This difference was due, in part, to the mobilization
context in Beijing, where proximityto the centerof state power allowed studentsthereto see
and seize opportunitiesas they arose. The disparityis also due to the specific circumstances
of mobilizationin Nanjing.

Symbolic Mobilization in Nanjing, China, 1988-1989
Nanjing, the capital of Jiangsu province, has seen its share of democracy movement
demonstrations.In 1976 public protestsagainst the 'Gang of Four" in Nanjing precipitated
the famous Qing Ming incidentin Beijing.45In 1984 and 1986 studentstook to the streetsto
express their dissatisfaction with the local and national administration.The 1986 protest
broughtapathyin its train with the downfall of liberal party general secretaryHu Yaobang
and a strengtheningof conservatives. In Nanjing, quiescence was shatteredin December
1988 when studentsattemptedto turna racial brawlinto a political movement. Althoughthis
effort failed, it presaged the massive public demonstrationsof spring 1989, when Nanjing
was swept up in the nationwidemobilization.
A patternof mobilizationappearsin the December 1988 and spring 1989 Nanjingdemonstrations.First, specific events affordedopportunitiesfor collective action. Second, student
responsesinvolved a complex combinationof public efforts to constructa symbolic collective
identity,to organize a more permanentmovement, and to demandofficial action. Third, the
state employed its powers to squelch the movement. The studentprotestsof 1988-1989 in
Nanjingthus illustrateboth the promisesand problemsof symbolic mobilization.
The Anti-African Demonstrations of December 1988 In December 1988, a confrontation
between African and Chinese studentsat a local university sparked several days of public
demonstrationsin Nanjing.Proximatecauses arefoundin the CommunistParty'sThirdPlenum
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of the ThirteenthCentralCommitteein October. This meeting signaled a tighteningof university regulations, including stricterregistrationproceduresfor guests visiting foreign students.46At Hehai Universityin Nanjinglocal authoritiesimplementedthese guidelineswith an
eye towardthe school's seventy Africanstudents.As one Hehai administratorremarked,they
wantedto "stop Africanstudentsexchangingobscenitieswith Chinese women."47
The African students were outraged by the new restrictions, which led to a series of
confrontations that escalated mistrust and tension on both sides. The confrontations
culminatedon December 24, when several African students, escorting two Chinese women
to a party, were stopped at Hehai's front gate and orderedto register their guests. A brawl
ensued and lasted for the balance of the night with intermittentfistfights between Africans
and Chinese.48 The next day, Chinese students and workers surroundedthe Africans'
dormitory,chanting "down with black devils," "black devil" being roughly equivalent in
connotationto "nigger." The crowd entered the first floor and destroyed personalproperty
belonging to African students. The Africans, believing their safety was at risk, left for the
railway stationto entrainto Beijing. They contactedother African studentsin Nanjing who,
in solidarity, joined them at the railroad station. Local authorities, trying to avoid the
escalation of the incident into a national issue, would not allow them to board trains. As a
result, about 150 Africans sat-in at the train station waiting for a chance to leave.
After the sun set, roughly three thousandChinese students from many Nanjing colleges
took to the streets chanting "idownwith black devils" and other slogans.49 Rumors had
swept the city that a Chinese person had been killed in the melee the night before, and the
crowd called for "justice." The general feeling was that the Africans responsible for the
"crime" should be held accountableunder Chinese law in the same manner as a Chinese
citizen and not be grantedspecial treatment.In streetsidediscussions, Chinese studentsdid
not condemn all foreignersbut disparagedblacks in particular.
Chinese studentleadersattemptedto make the episode into a movementcriticalof China's
legal system. They failed, however, becausetheirpolitical message was overshadowedby the
racist overtones of the incident.50The symbolic confusion of the protestswas evident in an
afternoonmarchto the provincialgovernmentoffice on December26. AssumingthatAfricans
were guilty of a crime, Chinese studentssharpenedtheircall thatthey be dealt with according
to the full force of Chinese law. The bannerat the head of a column of roughly 1,000-2,000
Chinese studentsread: "ProtectHumanRights." When confrontedwith the contradictionof
theirposition, that the condemnationof a particularclass of people was inconsistentwith the
protectionof humanrightsin general,Chinesestudentsarguedthatthey were makinga political
point.5'The possibilityof special treatmentfor the African"criminals"was a manifestationof
the largerproblemof personalizedjustice and official corruption.They were tryingto embarrass the governmentby revealinga lacuna in China's legal system.
The anti-Africandemonstrationsdid not grow into a broadersocial movement. The great
majorityof students were most likely moved to demonstratebecause Africans symbolized
the Chinese students' own feeling of impotence. The image, even if groundless, of black
men flauntingconventions and laws that repressedChinese studentsenraged the protesters.
Africans thus became a highly visible target for Chinese frustrations.These passions, once
unleashed, imbued the protests with a crude racist tone and created a certain ambivalence.
Chinese studentsunderstandracism to be wrong. They rejectedany implicationof racism in
the protest and were disappointed when they saw the internationalmedia reporting the
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incidentas racist.5-Upon reflection, most studentscould not supporta movementdefined as
racist: they did not want to identify themselves in those terms. The symbols that
momentarilymobilized thousandsof people could not define a persuasivecollective identity.

Nanjing's Democracy Protests, April 15-May 4, 1989 Hu Yaobang's death provideda
legitimatereason for public action, mourninga fallen partyleader.53Almost as soon as they
heardthe news, Nanjing studentsbegan to interpretthe meaningof Hu's death, makinghim
into somethingthatdefinedthemselvescollectively. Eulogiesto him in wall postersat Nanjing
Universitybecame a vehicle for core framingtasks: criticizingChina's problems, proposing
solutions, and motivatingparticipationin protests.54Critiquesof tyrannicalabuses of power,
factionalism,corruption,andeconomic mismanagementwere commonthemes in the earlywall
posters.Calls for furthereconomicreform,politicaldecentralization,andmultipartydemocracy
were articulated.Hu was comparedto past martyrs,Liu Shaoqi and others, who died at the
hands of "power-mongers."In contrast, other leaders were representedas villains; Deng
Xiaoping and Zhao Ziyang were castigatedas corruptand aloof.55
Hu Yaobang's life was thus made into a struggle against all that was bad in China, his
death an opportunityto extoll a vision of what China could be and to resist the forces of
political tyranny,economic ruin, and social malaise. It was hardlyrelevantthat Hu may not
have been a shining hero in real life; the students were defining themselves politically as
much as they were honoring Hu. Moreover, the wall posters were problematicfor local
leaders because student-createdimages of Hu challenged established political authorityand
economic policy. But CommunistPartyofficials could not easily assail the very reverential
studentpraise for a formergeneralsecretary,whom the official obituaryregardedas a "loyal
fighter for Communism."56 State authorities could only wait and hope to regain the

interpretiveinitiative as the students' enthusiasmflagged.
The studentstook advantageof the state's dilemma to push their symbol making beyond
wall posters. An on-campus commemoration at Nanjing University on April 17 was
followed two days later by a largermarchthroughthe city's streets that drew studentsfrom
several other local colleges. Their slogans revealed the political characterof their protest.
Rarely referringdirectly to Hu, they chanted:"down with official corruption,""down with
dictatorship,""long live freedom," "long live democracy."57These efforts did not spawn a
citywide protestorganizationin Nanjing, however. Several relatively small demonstrations
occurredbetween April 19 and May 4 but paled in comparisonto Beijing's throngs. It was
evident that the Nanjing students simply were not as well organized as their Beijing peers.
When the Beijing studentsbegan to establish their independentunions, the Nanjing students
did not immediately follow suit. The two cities communicated, but not enough to
systematize the Nanjing protests.58
Nanjing'sweak organizationwas evidenton May 4, an officially recognizedday of tribute
to the activistsof 1919. Nanjingstudentsmarchedto the provincialgovernmentheadquarters,
where200-300 studentsstageda sit-in, callingfor a "dialogue"with the governor.They issued
ten demands:resignationof bureaucratswho neglected theirduty;resignationof leadersover
seventy-fiveyears of age; limitationson CommunistPartyexpenditures;a public investigation
into official corruption;public disclosureof leaders' homes, incomes, and family members'
situations;freedom of the press; a reportof the "real facts" of the April 22 and April 27
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demonstrationsin Beijing;protectionfor demonstrators
andorganizers;a truthfulaccountof the
NanjingUniversitystudentwho was forced into a nervousbreakdownby school officials; and
abolitionof local regulationsagainstdemonstrations.59
The governor refused to meet with the protestersthat day, and the dwindling group of
studentsretiredto their dormitorieswith little to show for their efforts. The demonstration
had been anticipatedby local authorities,who for several days before had pressuredstudents
not to participatein unsanctionedevents. Local work units notified theiremployees to avoid
the demonstrations,thwartinga student-workeralliance. On the day itself, police were out
in force, recordingthe protestswith video cameras. Few studentswere willing to risk arrest,
and the Nanjing movement waned.
The weakness of the Nanjing movement at this time was due to both structuraland
symbolic factors. State power clearly worked against local activists, who could not
overcome the general sense of dangerassociatedwith protestactivity. Nanjing studentswere
also less certain than their Beijing peers of elite fragmentationand the presence of allies
within the state apparatus.They heard stories of political intrigue in the capital, but these
stories were second- or third-handaccounts, not persuasive enough to counteract their
ambivalence. Beijing students, by contrast, were closer to the political center and quickerto
see political opportunities as they unfolded. Symbolically, the Nanjing movement was
limited by the very circumstancesthat motivated it. The specific event of Hu Yaobang's
death had moved studentsto act. The impetus for action dissipated, however, once proper
funeral rituals were observed. Unable to create other symbols that might have sustained
mobilization, as the Beijing students did, the Nanjing movement gradually lost its
momentum,swinging the advantageback to the state.
"Support Beijing," May 15-June 6, 1989 The key event that revived the local movement
was the Beijing hungerstrikethatbegan on May 13, a purerpolitical symbol of defiance. The
ritualisticgrieving for Hu Yaobanghad providedan opening for legitimatepublic demonstrations, but it had also limitedthe students'vision of protest.The hungerstrikeaffordeda new
rallyingcry: "SupportBeijing."'The personalelementof aidingsufferingpeersin Beijing made
political commitmentsmore focused and militantin Nanjing.
The local movement organizationbegan to take shape in the wake of the Beijing hunger
strike. Nanjing faculty members were critical in this regard. Over the weekend of May
13-14, a teacher in the Nanjing University law department publicly announced his
resignationfrom the party.60Shortlythereaftera petitionwas posted, signed by one hundred
Nanjing University faculty members, supporting the Beijing students. This action
emboldened Nanjing students to found a protest organization, modeled on the Beijing
studentunions. On May 16 an announcementwas posted declaringthe establishmentof the
AutonomousUnion of Nanjing Universities. This union was to be an open and democratic
body, representingthe identityof the movement itself. A second poster listed the names of
the provisional leadership, until proper elections could be held, and major offices. In an
ironic imitation of official government structures, a standing committee of five students
oversaw the work of propaganda, liaison, and logistics departments. The basic
organizationalbuilding blocks, as in Beijing, were individual academic departments.This
department-basedstructure was very effective; it brought organization down to the
interpersonallevel where classmates could motivate and reassureone another.
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Along with the new organization,Nanjing students also developed a strategyof protest.
They reorientedtheir objectives and formulatedtactics to secure their goals. Four demands
were issued on May 16: a dialogue between the i'highest leaders" of the provincial
governmentand representativesof the autonomousstudentunion before May 20, accurately
reportedin the local media; recognitionof the studentunion's legality and protectionof its
rights of assembly and publication;a guaranteeof the security of student protesters;and a
publicly supervisedinvestigationof official corruption.The May 4 demands had expressed
studentfrustrationwith abuses of power and corruption;the new objectives would create the
institutionalmeans to act on the earlier concerns.
The Nanjingstudentsincreasedthe pressureon local authoritiesto accede to theirdemands.
They strucktheirclasses and filled the streetswith largerand largerdemonstrationsbetween
May 16 and 19. At theirheight, roughly 100,000 peoplejammed majordowntownthoroughfares.6'The movementtook on manyof the featuresof the TiananmenSquareoccupationthat
was simultaneouslyoccurring in Beijing. Marching under school and departmentalflags,
studentscalled for democracy and freedom; they reiterateddemands for dialogue, truthful
reporting,recognitionof the studentunion, and investigationsintoofficial corruption.Teachers
joined their students, as did, for the first time, some workers. Journalists,in solidaritywith
their Beijing colleagues, protestedagainstpress restrictions.
The situationchanged dramaticallyon May 19, when martiallaw was declaredin partsof
Beijing, raisingthe costs of protesteverywhere. The emerging Nanjingstudentorganization
did not, however, disintegratewhen faced with serious possibilities of repression. On the
same night that martial law was announced in Beijing. police agents visited Nanjing
organizersand said that they would follow suit in approximatelytwenty-fourhours. Some
protest leaders welcomed this threat, seeing in it a sign of governmentweakness and the
possibility of greater symbolic gains. An all night sit-in, held on May 20-21, called local
officials' bluff. When the night passed without martiallaw, Nanjing activists turned their
wrathon key Beijing leaders Li Peng, Yang Shangkun,and Deng Xiaoping, calling for the
troika to resign. Far from backing down, the Nanjing students, empowered by the week's
victories, dared local officials to crack down.
Nanjing protesters were now able to control their demonstrationsto produce specific
symbolic effects. On May 21, several thousand students went to Nanjing military region
headquartersand kowtowed in the street, beseeching the militarynot to use force. They sang
the national anthem, representing themselves as good citizens with no alternative but
virtuous remonstrance.In the early morning hours of May 22, under renewed threats of
martial law, thousands converged on a central square in well-ordered columns, chanting
defiant slogans in hauntingunison. They were marchingas to war, a powerful show of their
resolve. Laterthat same day, the tactics shifted to rallying the citizens of Nanjing. Bicycle
brigadesof studentsspreadthe protestmessage throughthe city's southerndistricts, working
class neighborhoods as yet untouched by the movement. Although the people did not
respondas they did in Beijing, this effort helped to countera sense of social isolation among
the students. They were not merely acting by themselves for themselves but were defining
themselves as stewardsof China's common good.
These actions were differentfrom the makeshiftdemonstrationsof April 19 and May 4.
They involved more calculatedand precise strategicsymbolizing that stiffened resistanceto
official censure. The Nanjing movement, however, was not wholly self-propelling;it was
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still tied symbolically and operationally to Beijing. The central role of Beijing helped
Nanjingstudentsin that the provincialgovernmentdarednot take decisive action as long as
the situationin the capital was unresolved.The extrinsic dynamic, however, also hampered
Nanjing students. As the Beijing demonstrationsbegan to lose their focus, so too the
Nanjing movement began to fade. Strategybeyond existing victories was cloudy as Nanjing
organizerswaited for a clearer sense of the situation in Beijing,
What was needed was an event that would keep up spirits in Nanjing until Beijing sorted
itself out. Activistsdevisedjust such an action:the long marchfor democracy.On June 1, about
800 studentsfrom a dozen different Nanjing schools set off on foot for Beijing.62Crowds
numberingin the thousandsbid them farewell.Theirplan was to carrythe message of democracy to the hinterlandand, upontheirarrivalin thecapital,show theirsupportfor the movement
thereand delivera petitioncalling for an emergencysession of the NationalPeople's Congress
to renouncemartiallaw. For the next threedays the long marcherscommandedthe attention
of Nanjingstudents,but their undertakingwas cut shortby the Beijing massacre.
The carnage in Beijing did not immediatelyput a stop to the Nanjing protests. Rather, it
induced several more episodes of strategic symbolizing. As the tragic news was heard on
June 4, studentsand teachersorganizeddemonstrationsof public mourning.On June 5 grief
turnedto contentionas studentslaid siege to the city.The northwestentranceto a main traffic
circle was blockaded by two empty buses. Students sat-in at important intersections
throughoutthe downtownarea, but especially on the route to the Changjiang(Yangzi) River
Bridge, snarlingtransportation.Believing militaryoccupation was imminent, they hoped to
obstructthe most obvious approachesto the city. Students solicited, and received, money
from citizens. Linked by telephone and fax machine to news sources in Hong Kong and
elsewhere, students covered the city with internationalpress reports of the massacre, thus
breakingthe state's informationmonopoly.
The most daring postmassacreaction occurred on June 6, when hundredsof students
blocked the ChangjiangRiver Bridge. This structureis Nanjing's most prominentnational
symbol, representingChina's self-reliancein the aftermathof the Sino-Soviet split. It is also
a key rail and road corridor.Studentsbroughtall traffic on the bridge to a standstillfor the
daylighthours. The next day, a contingentof about400 studentsslowed trafficon the bridge
for several hours. It was the finale of the Nanjing movement.
By this time it was clear thatrepressionin Nanjingwould not take the bloody form of the
Beijing massacre.Local authoritiespursueda seriesof late nightarreststo breakthe movement.
In the following weeks over 3,500 people were arrestedthroughoutJiangsu province for
Facedwith certainincarceration,protestleaders
offenses relatedto the springdemonstrations.63
went underground,and demoralizedstudentsleft town to avoid trouble.

Conclusions
The 1988-1989 student demonstrationsin Nanjing illustratethe complexities of forming a
collective identity in the Chinese context, where structural constraints magnify the
importanceof symbolic mobilization.
Dubious Circumstances and Dissonant Symbols The anti-African protests failed to
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articulatea collective identity that could inspire and sustain the movement envisioned by
activists. The attempt to transforma moment of mass anger into a political movement
critical of China's legal system was confounded by the students' aversion to a racist
self-identity. Participantswere speakingand acting in a racist manner,but they did not want
to define themselves as racist. The circumstancesdid not lend themselves to a comfortable
sense of who "we" are as a social movement. In this instance, the conjuncturalnature of
mobilization worked against the symbolic expression of collective identity. Democracy
advocateshad to try to make somethingof the situation,since mobilizationopportunitiesare
few and far between, but their call for humanrights was overwhelmedby racist rhetoric. A
different strategy,one that relied less on racial stereotypingand more on legal and political
issues, would have required more time and better organization, which were simply
unavailable.The proverbialsilk purse could not be made from this particularsow's ear.
It was not impossible to use a conjuncturalopportunityto enact symbolically a powerful
collective identity. The death of Hu Yaobang was propitious, though not perfect, for
movement self-definition. However, the anti-Africandemonstrationsreveal the contingency
of symbolic mobilization.Whethera symbol can serve as an identifierfor a social movement
depends upon its resonance among participants, but resonance can not always be
successfully engineered. The occasion itself may limit interpretivepossibilities and thwart
efforts to construct appealing symbols. The outwardly racist elements of the anti-African
protests undermined the human rights imagery and ultimately unsettled the nascent
movement's collective identity. The success of symbolic mobilization in promoting an
efficacious collective identity is thus contingent upon the particularevents and happenings
that surroundit, some of which may be beyond the interpretivereach of the movement.

From Symbolic Mobilization to Strategic Symbolizing When circumstancesare more favorablefor symbolic mobilization,the constructionof a collective identitythatwill sustainthe
movement is still not guaranteed.In the Chinese context, activists had to work to create a
common cognitive frameworkthat would keep participantstogether in the face of likely
repression.They moved from symbolic mobilization,the general inspirationof resonantimages, to strategicsymbolizing, the calculatedcreationof representationsand spectacles that
constitutecollective identity. In Nanjing, the transitionwas hamperedinitially by a lack of
organization,a forum for reflecting upon the meanings of movement activity. Without a
strategy for symbolic action, the Nanjing movement lost its momentum shortly after Hu
Yaobang'sdeathandcould not takefull advantageof the conjuncturalopportunityof May 4th.
The second phase of the 1989 Nanjing democracy demonstrationswas animated by a
powerfulsymbol, the Beijing hungerstrike. It was channeledby competentorganizationand
produced a surer collective identity. What is most remarkableabout this episode is the
continuationof protest even after the declarationof martial law in Beijing. The political
opportunitystructurewas working against the movement, the chances of repression were
greater, but Nanjing students, like their Beijing peers, persisted. At this time strategic
symbolizing became ever more importantfor the movement. To resist the temptationof
defection, participantsneeded regularremindersof the movement's meaning and their place
in it. Moreover, the sharedexperience of previous collective action had forged an esprit de
corps, a togetherness,that kept the movement going when the context was changing for the
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worse. Collective identity, in this case, was both the driving force and the greatest
accomplishmentof the Nanjing demonstrations.
The Limits of Collective Identity In the end, however, state repression trumped
collective identity. The movement could not withstandthe onslaughtof violence in Beijing
and the mass arrests throughout Jiangsu province. Students publicly denied their
commitments in order to avoid punishment, and the experiences they had shared receded
into memory. Without active recognition and renewal, their collective identity lost its
immediatesocial and political significance. Participantsmay have continuedto identify with
the movement in their hearts, but they did so less in their words and deeds.
The Nanjingdemonstrationsdid not, in and of themselves, change significantlythe social
movement context in China. The political opportunitystructureafterwardwas generally
unsupportive of social movement activity, although continuing economic reform may
improvethe prospectsfor futuremobilization. The micro context was still problematic,and
private space still dear. Nor did the 1989 demonstrationsdefinitively resolve the cultural
contradictionsof the Chinese intelligentsia. In sum, the collective identity that signified an
unprecedentedchallenge to China's government was not strong enough to transformthe
context that repressedit.
The 1989 movement did, however, have an important effect. Melucci argues that
symbolic challenges are consequentialbecause they "renderpower visible," the first step in
changingthe contoursof authoritythroughoutsociety.64Indeed, Nanjingactivists intuitively
understoodthis point when they stiffened their resolve when confrontedwith the threatof
martiallaw. They sensed that overt governmentrepressionwould validate their demandfor
political reform, even if they were defeated in the process. Although its organizationalbase
was destroyed, the movement left in its wake a prophecyof political possibilities, a latent
collective identity of a "civil society" in which opposition is viable.65
To returnto the questions posed at the outset of this article, how do participantsdefine
themselves, and what differencedoes theirself-definitionmake for the movement?In China,
the "how" of definition is very much a matterof symbolic action and communication;the
unfriendlycontext leaves little room for other means of identityconstruction.As the Nanjing
demonstrationsillustrate,symbolic enactmentof collective identity may enable or constrain
movement activity, dependingupon the fit between observable circumstancesand symbolic
interpretations.The resonance of practice and representation,though beyond the absolute
control of activists, can be effected more or less adeptly. When it is done well and strategic
symbolizing produces evocative images that bolster collective identity, it makes a crucial
difference for China's democracy movement.
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